Motivation

- MPS/University of Chicago Radiative MHD (MURaM) has been ported to a scalable GPU version.
- As computation is optimized, I/O and post processing becomes the next major bottleneck.
- Creating an in-situ workflow along with a staging-based I/O subsystem is a critical problem that need to be addressed.

Goal

- Build up a staging-based in-situ I/O subsystem for MURaM
- Employ GPU Direct with OpenFabric to enable direct data movement between GPUs and remote staging servers.
- Explore local staging method to efficiently use resources on the heterogeneous nodes.

Introduction to DataSpaces

- We use DataSpaces as the data staging infrastructure for loosely-coupled MURaM workflow.
- DataSpaces implements a virtual shared-space abstraction that can be accessed concurrently by all applications in a coupled simulation workflow.
- DataSpaces uses N-dimensional bounding box indexing and allows flexible partial data access pattern.

Approach 1: Remote Staging with GPUDirect

Remote Staging with GPUDirect approach removes inessential data movement to host memory

Put:
1. CPU directly moves the data located in its memory to the infiniband network adaptor.
2. Data is transferred over infiniband network, reaching staging server’s main memory.

Get:
1. CPU sends the get request to staging server.
2. Data is transferred over infiniband network from staging server’s main memory.
3. Infiniband network adaptor directly writes the data to GPU memory.

Approach 2: Local Staging

Local Staging approach efficiently uses the idle host resources while the computation workload is migrated to device

Put:
1. GPU copies the data to main memory.
2. CPU updates the meta data to server.

Get:
1. CPU sends the get request to meta data server.
2. Meta data server redirects the request to storage client.
3. Data is transferred over infiniband network from storage client’s main memory.
4. Infiniband network adaptor directly writes the data to GPU memory.
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Resource Utilization Changes

Results & Future work

Result:
- Remote Staging with GPUDirect performs 10x slower than the baseline
- Local Staging performs better than baseline at small scale (<100MB)

Future Work:
- Profile the Remote Staging with GPUDirect approach to find out the bottleneck
- Optimize Local Staging approach to achieve the speed of OpenACC copyleft
- Migrate these approaches to GPU-MURaM production code
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